NEWSLETTER C.I.E.L
Welcoming of our German partner - Heirinch Kleyer School:

On February 10, we welcomed to Lyon the German students and teachers of the
HKS as part of our partnership with the 1STI2D class.
They stayed with us till February 14. During this week, the students carried out
several joint activities. One of them was interviewing in English the teachers and
the staff of the establishment on the issue of sustainable development.
Additionally, students were also able to relax and spend some time together by
playing sports.
Our partners also had the pleasure of visiting the Fourvière, going to the
Pérouges site, as well as tasting the delicious Lyonnais cuisine.

English teaching assistants:

We also had the pleasure of welcoming to our team Matea and Rebecca, our new
English teaching assistants. Matea Mlakic joined us on 01/10/19. She is a Master
2 student of Linguistics at the University of Zadar, Croatia. On 06/01/2020
Rebecca Voye completed our team. Rebecca is a 3rd year languages student at
the University of Limerick, Ireland.
Matea and Rebecca provide our pupils and students with an opportunity to
experience a differentiated learning of English that is mainly oriented towards the
improvement of their oral production competences.
This approach also allows students to get a better grasp of the intercultural
nuances, but also it offers them a support in learning no matter their level.
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Linguaskill from Cambridge
Linguaskill is a range of innovative, fast, and reliable English tests that assesses
one’s language skills required in everyday use.
The "General" version deals with daily life circumstances, professional as well as
personal, while the "Business" version is concerned with situations likely to be
encountered in administrative and commercial professional settings.
Flexible, comprehensive, and reliable: these tests are able to assess different
skills and competences - comprehension and expression skills, as well as written
and oral competences. Moreover, its execution is fully computerized.
Additionally, these tests are designed by the Cambridge English Assessment, a
department at the University of Cambridge. You can therefore be absolutely
assured in the impartiality and accuracy of the results.
Recognition
The test results are preserved in the CNCP inventory. This allows you a certificate
of having completed an English course and thus making you an eligible candidate
for Personal Training Account (CPF) funding.
• Code

CPF : 236 371
• RS France Compétence : 101
• Certif info : 84165

Espro
This is a Spanish language test which assesses the candidate’s language
performance necessary in a professional context. The esPro was developed by
the University of Salamanca.
The EsPro evaluated reading and listening skills in Spanish (levels A1 to C2),
concentrating on the situations encountered in the professional settings.

This language test can certify your training and most importantly, it is recognized
at the national level for all professional branches:
• Code

CPF 236972.
• RS France Compétence : RS2774
• Certif Info : 95271

Lyon : Partnership with the INSA
We started our first Linguaskill test session on 01/28/2020. We are proud to
announce that nearly 200 INSA students took the Linguaskill English test at the
International Center.
As a part of Linguaskill et Espro certifications:
We are working together with more than 50 partners that also use Linguaskill
Cambridge certification for language training, recruitment, positioning and end-ofstudy validation.
Nearly 400 candidates took the Linguaskill and Espro certificates thanks to our
public sessions.

